Heal One Another

A Solution Brief

Heal One Another
Healid is a decentralized crypto-technology platform that uses
a biometric ID (the Heal-ID) to
anonymously store genome data
on a massive scale. It provides
easy and affordable access to this
data and to computing power
required for the development of
gene-based treatments and
cures for thousands of genetically driven diseases.

So far, the genetic code of
thousands if not tens of thousands of people has been
sequenced. We want to do
this
for
BILLIONS
OF
HUMANS. And we provide the
access to this data and most
scalable computing power to
deliver treatments and cures.

Healid aims to expedite gene
sequencing for all of humanity,
store the results anonymized in a
decentralized database using
distributed ledger technology, and
incentivize artificial intelligence (AI)
based analyses - while benefiting
each person. This enables the
finding of genetic patterns causing
diseases, and scalable computing
support during the delivery of
personalized treatments and cures.

Recent technology advances promise to get rid of genetic diseases.
Gene sequencing can reveal the
genetic code. Gene editing can
create cures. And artificial intelligence enables their development:
By running deep learning algorithms over large datasets, AI
agents identify patterns and guide
the way to treatments and cures
that are not obvious to individual
observations made by humans. The
larger the dataset, the BETTER.

Heal One Another

Economically powered by the
HealCoin crypto-token, it is a
bottom-up and inherently
democratic
global
open-source solution that
leaves the individual in charge
of their own data, while
making it more easily and
affordably accessible for
large-scale medical research.

Learn More At :

healid.io
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Healid VALUE

We Are Special…

Inclusive

Anonymous

Autonomous

Equitable

Diverse

Healid uses crypto-technologies
to enable biotech and artificial
intelligence to battle thousands
of diseases inflicting humanity.
Healid is not just a “better
mouse-trap” but the promise
for a profound transformation
of Health Care. It becomes a
key enabler to save societies
trillions of dollars while providing superior personalized health
care for all of humanity.

Virtuous Cycles…

GIVE

Crypto Technologies

01
02
Biotech

03
Artificial
Intelligence

One Billion Genome Records
- Decentralized
GIVEN

The more people contribute their
genome,

No central control.
Everybody benefits.

… the more correlations are found
… the more diseases are studied
… the more gene corrections are
applied
… the more people get healed

HEALCOIN

+

HEAL-ID

“I am the key!”

and more people benefit – if and
when
they get their Heal-ID…

Device-Independent.

Learn More At :
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Healid ECONOMICS

A Utility Token

Supply is LIMITED
The
number
of
tokens will approximately keep increasing LINEARLY, but
growth is mathematically limited to the
number of humans.

Proof of Life – PoL
Tokens are created* based on “Proof of Life”:
• Creation of a Heal-ID, using biometrics (finger, eye,
facial, and verbal features)
• Upload of Genome Data and Meta Data
Each unique person gets 1 HealCoin for the Genome
Data and a fraction of a HealCoin for additional Meta
Data. An additional fraction of a HealCoin is reserved to
pay those helping to collect and process the data.
* A small Genesis Block will be created upfront to pay for
the building and maintenance of the Healid Platform.

The HealCoin will be the
token to make the solution
work and pay for transactions involving (genomic)
data contribution, storage, processing, transfer,
and retrieval. Beyond a
‘Genesis Block,’ every new
upload of genome and
meta data is rewarded
with
two
HealCoin
(“Proof-of-Life” Mining).
Demand comes through
payment for data access
to find risks, correlations
and causal connections for
diseases,
to
develop
cures. Demand is expected to significantly outstrip
supply in the long run, particularly when the token
will also be used for data
processing.

The Model is designed
with the goal of:
DEMAND outpacing
SUPPLY so that the
value of the coin will
go up and more
people can trade it for
genomic analyses and
services.
Demand keeps
INCREASING
The revenue potential
for researchers, scientists and doctors is
expected to grow
near-EXPONENTIALLY since treatments
and cures for thousands of genetically-driven diseases will
lead to billions and
eventually trillions of
dollars of value for all
of humanity.

Pay for Access to Data
Coins are needed to pay for access to Genome Data,
Meta Data, and analytical Findings.
Researchers, Scientists, Doctors and Individuals will
access such data regularly.

Pay for Storage
HealCoin tokens are needed to pay for storage of Data
and analytical Findings.
Learn More At :
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Healid PROCESS
How it works...From Human to Human
We use a state-of-art distributed computing platform powered by crypto-technologies. The size and diversity of the data enables artificial intelligence to find correlations and causal connections between genome base
pairs, or genes, and diseases in humans.
This information can then be used to develop effective treatments and
deliver personalized genetic fixes that improve the health of each human.

Individuals
They Contribute their
genome and health
meta data, receiving a
HealCoin for this PoL
Mining contribution

Doctors
They holistically deliver
modified genome to
individual patients by
applying personalized
treatments that
scientists developed

Apply

Give 01

05

They perform replicable
scientific studies, including

They process, store and
retrieve uploaded data,
receiving HealCoin for
the ‘PoL Mining’ contribution, and getting paid
in HealCoin for platform
support tasks

Doctors

Edit

Scientists

Human

Miners

Scientist

04

02
Miner
Process
Researcher
03

Analyze

gene-editing to study
specific diseases and come
up with treatment options,
paying for access to Healid
Data and getting paid
when others access their
findings

Researchers
They generically access
and analyze the uploaded
data to identify patterns
and causations, paying with
HealCoin for access to
data and getting paid in
HealCoin when others
access their findings

Learn More At :
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Healid TECHNOLOGY
Biometric Identifier

Heal-ID App.
This is the iOS, Android, and Web application that
creates the Heal-ID and its ability to link the individual person to her data, giving her ownership over it. It
encrypts the Heal-ID, associates it with the genome
data as it is uploaded, and enables the interaction of
the individuals with their data, including metadata
information.

Smart-Logic Crypto App

Core Crypto Engine.
The Crypto Application contains the logic
that makes Healid and the HealCoin work. It
controls the processing of data and mathematically ensures the creation of immutable
transactions and related payments. The
Healid Crypto code takes the genome
sequence and meta data, formats, verifies
and stores it in a cryptographically anonymized fashion, manages the retrieval of
data for analytical purposes, and then stores
and retrieves subsequent findings from
research and studies.

Analytics

Analytical Layer.
This is the application that selects the data for analysis and then logically analyzes it, with the goal to
find correlations, like anomalies, causal relationships, or risk factors as triggers between genome
base pairs and diseases.
“On-Chain”

Transaction Engine.

Genome Data Collector

Gene Sequencer.
It is the device that collects the genome, performs the initial sequencing, and either
uploads the data directly into the Healid data
stores, or first saves it locally, ready for
upload. Healid explores add-on functionality
to reduce the cost of sequencing calculations, by leveraging its miners' capabilities.

This is the “on-chain” portion of the solution, storing the immutable record of transactions. Those
mainly document the parties involved in the storing
or retrieving of data, and the corresponding payment made.
Data Storage

Distributed Data & File Storage.
This is the layer that stores four different kinds of
data: (1) The Genome Data, (2) Meta Data to help
translate genotypes into phenotypes, (3) Reference
Data like the reference genomes, and (4) Analytical
Findings and Discoveries.

Learn More At :
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Healid TECHNOLOGY
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Healid PLAN

Number of Mined
HealCoins

Foundation–managed*
Open Source
Global Community Project

8,000,000,000

2,000,000,000

200,000,000
1,000,000
1,000
2017

2018

10

2020

2019

1,000

1,000,000

2021

100,000,000

1,000,000,000

Step 3
Step 2

Step 1

Pilot

Preparation
Proof of Concept
(POC);
DAF Smart
Contract; Coin
Issue

Create and
validate the
Platform
Components;
Load 1000
Genomes

Collect and
Load 100k
Each on Four
Continents

Collect and
Load 1 Billion
globally

Collect and
Load 10 Million
Each on Four
Continents

The “Billion Genomes Project”

*Once the Platform is in Place
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